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Wright’s Co-efficient of Inbreeding (COI)
A COI of zero means that no common ancestors were found in the pedigrees. In humans,
we generally avoid matings closer than first cousins, and even second cousin matings are
unusual.
Here are some sample calculations;
Parent + child
Full siblings
Grandparent + grandchild
Half siblings
Great gradparents + great grandchild
First cousins
Second cousins

COI =
COI =
COI =
COI =
COI =
COI =
COI =

25%
25%
12.5%
12.5%
6.25%
6.25%
3.125%

https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/health/for-breeders/inbreeding/

COI5 indicates the probability of inheriting identical genes from common ancestors back 5
generations while COI10 shows the same effect back 10 generations. Consider how well
you know your own family tree. Ten generations is a very long way back! But those
genes of common ancestors, even many generations back can be carried forward to today’s
dogs.
When an embryo is created, it contains a set of genes from each parent, but the genes get
all mixed up and then one of each pair is selected for the individual. Identical genes for a
specific trait are common – that’s what defines the breed. But some genes carry the risk of
disease, especially when they are doubled up, as in closely related mates.
So if their mutual Great Uncle Roxy carried a form of heritable lameness, the COI is the
probability that both dogs are also carries of this gene. Two carriers of a recessive gene
generally leads to an affected individual. If both parents carry one copy of the recessive
gene from Great Uncle Roxy and one copy of another unaffected gene from a different
ancestor, (represented as Bb), the litter of puppies would include 25% healthy individuals
(BB), 25% affected individuals (bb) and 50% carriers of the gene (Bb).
Inbreeding and the COI accumulate over generations. So, if a dog was highly inbred many
generations back, say to Aunt Faye, who had the Ss gene for shaggy eyebrows, all future
individuals that arise from the breeding of Aunt Faye have a very high likelihood of
carrying the Ss gene forward. They just don’t have a lot of other options in their
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embryonic genes. This may not matter until some mating involves another distant
descendent with the same gene. This is how heritable diseases arise over time. They are
not new genes or mutations but rather long carried genes that have finally combined to
show the affect in the pups.
http://www.dogbreedhealth.com/a-beginners-guide-to-coi/

The following chart provides the detailed COI information provided by NEMDA for the A
Litter. Within the NEMDA Breeders Code of Ethics (BCOE) group, we often discuss an
appropriate upper limit on COI for future breedings. There is no solid consensus, but some
breeders use a personal cap of COI5 at 6% or even 3% in an effort to maintain long-term
health in the breed. You will see that our COI for the A Litter at 0.37% is well below this
cap.

